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Abstract: Data mining is the action of searching the large existing database in order to get new and best information. It
plays a major and vital role now-a-days in all sorts of fields like Medical, Engineering, Banking, Education and Fraud
detection. In this paper Feature selection which is a part of Data mining is performed to do classification. The role of
feature selection is in the context of deep learning and how it is related to feature engineering. Feature selection is a
preprocessing technique which selects the appropriate features from the data set to get the accurate result and outcome
for the classification. Nature-inspired Optimization algorithms like Ant colony, Firefly, Cuckoo Search and Harmony
Search showed better performance by giving the best accuracy rate with less number of features selected and also fine fMeasure value is noted. These algorithms are used to perform classification that accurately predicts the target class for
each case in the data set. We propose a technique to get the optimized feature selection to perform classification using
Meta Heuristic algorithms. We applied new and recent advanced optimized algorithm named Modified Bat algorithm
on University of California Irvine datasets that showed comparatively equal results with best performed existing firefly
but with less number of features selected. The work is implemented using JAVA and the Medical dataset has been used.
These datasets were chosen due to nominal class features. The number of attributes, instances and classes varies from
chosen dataset to represent different combinations. Classification is done using J48 classifier in WEKA tool. We
demonstrate the comparative results of the presently used algorithms with the existing algorithms thoroughly. The
significance of this research is it will show a great impact in selecting the best features out of all the existing features
which gives best accuracy rates which helps in extracting the information from raw data in Data Mining Domain. The
Value of this research is it will manage main fields like medical and banking which gives exact and proper results in
their respective field. The best quality of the research is to optimize the selection of features to achieve maximum
predictive accuracy of the data sets which solves both single variable and multi-variable functions through the
generation of binary structuring of features in the dataset and to increase the performance of classification by using
nature inspired and Meta Heuristic algorithms
Index Terms: Optimization, Meta-heuristic, Feature Extraction, Deep learning, Firefly, Cuckoo, Harmony, Bat
Algorithm.

1. Introduction
Data Mining [1] is the way of searching important information from the huge present all over in the repository.
Data Mining falls in to two ways namely Association and Classification analyzing methods.
Data mining process involves the following stages.
a) Problem Definition. In this stage the analysis of the problem in the business problem is done and tries to get the
clear idea of the problem to be solved. This takes some time to make an exact definition of the problem and it does not
require any data tools.
b) Exploration of Data. In this stage data is explored by identifying quality problem to understand the metadata
meaning. It is next level of problem definition stage which frequently exchanges the data. c) Preparation of Data. In
this stage data model is built after the exploration of data. Data is collects, clear the unwanted data and arrange the data
in a format like tables and records.
d) Data Modeling. At this stage after preparation of information, different mining functions are applied to the same
kind of data. A high quality of mining model is prepared based on the changes in the parameters until we get optimal
data model. Finally the good quality model is built and evaluated.
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e) Evaluation of the Model. In this stage the evaluated model is checked and tested whether the quality is good or
not and objective is satisfied or not?
f) Deployment. In this stage after the evaluation of data, the exporting of the data is done and the results are
checked into database tables.
Optimization algorithm provides a systematic way of developing and leveling new solutions to gain an optimal
result. The optimization process must only be used in those problems where there is a specific need of accomplishing a
quality or a competitive work. It is expected that the solution obtained through an optimization method is better than
other results in terms of the selected objective.
The Research objective is to obtain a framework to optimize the selection of features computing the best accuracy
of data sets and to increase the performance of classification using Meta-Heuristic algorithms:
•
•

Bat Algorithm(Movement of Virtual Bats, Loudness and Pulse Emission)
Modified Bat Algorithm(Modification in Pulse emission and Loudness of Bats)

The Fundamental problems solved are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Accuracy: Guessing value of predicted attributes. It is the degree to which the result of a calculation or
specification conforms to the correct value.
Speed: Time to construct the model (training time) time to use the model (classification/prediction time).
Robustness:-Ability to handle noise and missing values.
Feature Selection: No. of. Features selected.
Scalability: Efficiency in disk-resident databases.

This paper shows the Bat algorithm and Modified Bat algorithm accuracy rates when compared to existing
algorithms namely Firefly, Cuckoo search and Harmony Search algorithms that showed almost equal results of the best
accuracy rates in existing work. In existing work all the above mentioned three algorithms have been used in feature
selection problem and gave good accuracy rate when compared to ABC algorithm. Out of these three algorithms,
Firefly algorithm-Comparatively Brightest Firefly algorithm gave best results with less time and less number of features
selected. The search space has been increased now in proposed system from local space to Global space and in
Exhaustive searches method which is combination of all the possible selections in the set and also the selected
algorithms turned from exploitation phase to exploration phase of selecting the features in their own way.
There are various applications with respect to data mining and optimization techniques in different fields. This
method proves the better analysis which gives the best results and improved accuracy.
The following are the different field of applications.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Network Security
Computer Vision and Processing
Nature Inspired fields.
Medical Fields
Transition Probabilities for Radio Systems
Intrusion Detection
Education
Financial Banking

2. Literature Review
Huan Liu et.al, [17] Proposed Feature selection is a process that selects a subset of original features. The optimality
of a feature subset is measured by an evaluation criterion. As the dimensionality of a domain expands, the number of
features N increases. Finding an optimal feature subset is usually intractable and many problems related to feature
selection have been shown to be NP-hard. A typical feature selection process consists of four basic steps, namely,
subset generation, subset evaluation, stopping criterion, and result validation. Subset generation is a search procedure
that produces candidate feature subsets for evaluation based on a certain search strategy. Each candidate subset is
evaluated and compared with the previous best one according to a certain evaluation criterion. If the new subset turns
out to be better, it replaces the previous best subset. The process of subset generation and evaluation is repeated until a
given stopping criterion is satisfied. Then, the selected best subset usually needs to be validated by prior knowledge or
different tests via synthetic and/or real world data sets. Feature selection can be found in many areas of data mining
such as classification, clustering, association rules, and regression. For example, feature selection is called subset or
variable selection in Statistics. A number of approaches to variable selection and coefficient shrinkage for regression are
summarized. In this survey, we focus on feature selection algorithms for classification and clustering. Early research
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efforts mainly focus on feature selection for classification with labeled data (supervised feature selection) where class
information is available. Latest developments, however, show that the above general procedure can be well adopted to
feature selection for clustering with unlabeled data (or unsupervised feature selection) where data is unlabeled.
Fourteen standard datasets drawn from the UCI collection proposed by B.Kalpana et.al [13] were used in the
experiments. These datasets were chosen due to nominal class features. The number of instances, attributes and number
of classes vary in the chosen dataset to represent different combinations. The learning algorithm chosen for classifying
are Naï
ve Bayes, K-NN (k=10) and C4.5 tree. All datasets were run on Pentium machine with Java 6 and 3 GB RAM.
The result shows that C4.5 tree performs well in most cases. Naï
ve Bayes is a true predictor. As the performance by
Naï
ve Bayes and C4.5 tree is better when compared to KNN. KNN algorithm with k=10 has an overall average good
performance on all types of datasets.
Dr. T.Sai Durga et.al [14] proposed that the classifier used for evaluating the feature subsets generated are J48,
Naï
veBayes and Logistic. Feature subset generation by Firefly Algorithm, Cuckoo Search Algorithm and Harmony
Search has been implemented using Net Beans IDE. These algorithms gave different results by selecting different
features out of all the features present in the dataset. The different algorithms selected are Artificial Bee Colony
optimization algorithm (ABC), Firefly algorithm (FA), Cuckoo search algorithm (CSA), Harmony search algorithm
(HSA). After processing of all the features in 10 fold cross validation and through Weka tool, the final result is that,
Firefly algorithm in Feature selection gave the best results by giving best accuracy with correct selection of attributes.
Thair Nu Phyu [15] proposed different Classification Techniques in data mining. Decision trees and Bayesian
Network (BN) generally have different operational profiles, when one is very accurate the other is not and vice versa.
On the contrary, decision trees and rule classifiers have a similar operational profile. The goal of classification result
integration algorithms is to generate more certain, precise and accurate system results. Numerous methods have been
suggested for the creation of ensemble of classifiers. Although or perhaps because many methods of ensemble creation
have been proposed, there is as yet no clear picture of which method is best. Classification methods are typically strong
in modeling interactions. Several of the classification methods produce a set of interacting loci that best predict the
phenotype. However, a straightforward application of classification methods to large numbers of markers has a potential
risk, picking up randomly associated markers.
Samina Khalid et.al [16], proposed comparison of Feature Selection Algorithms and extraction. The objective of
both selection and extraction methods concerns the reduction of feature space in order to improve data analysis. This
aspect becomes more important when real world datasets are considered, which can contain hundreds or thousands
features. The main difference between feature selection and extraction is that the first performs the reduction by
selecting a subset of features without transforming them, while feature extraction reduces dimensionality by computing
a transformation of the original features to create other features that should be more significant. Traditional methods
and their recent enhancements as well as some interesting applications concerning feature selection are presented.
Feature selection improves knowledge of the process under consideration, as it points out the features that mostly affect
the considered phenomenon. Moreover the computation time of the adopted learning machine and its accuracy need to
be considered as they are crucial in machine and data mining applications.

3. Description of Algorithms
3.1. Existing Work Algorithms-Firefly Algorithm:
Firefly Algorithm (FA)[9] being a Nature Inspired algorithm works based on flashing nature of the fireflies. The
main reason for its flash is to move as a system which provides signal to absorb the other fireflies towards itself.
The algorithm was implemented to perform Feature Selection (FS) for Image Processing and Eigen Value
Optimization problem along with other related domains and has been performed so that better results are obtained. In
order to achieve best optimal feature subset increases the predictive accuracy of the classifier. In this algorithm, along
with considering the brighter firefly to obtain the predictive accuracy of the dataset we have also considered a
comparatively brighter firefly and the predictive accuracy of that method have also been calculated.
•
•

Choosing a Brightest Firefly
Choosing a Comparatively Brighter Firefly

It includes previously chosen firefly solution and the newly selected brighter firefly solution in our computation.
The latest solution is found by solving the below formulation
2

𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑋𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖 + 𝛽0 exp (−𝛾(𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) ) (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑗 ) + 𝛼𝜀𝑖
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Where,
Table 1. Parameter Settings of Firefly Algorithm
𝑿𝒊

The solution pointed by the current firefly (Classification Accuracy)
The solution pointed by the brightest firefly (First Method)
The solution pointed by the comparatively brighter firefly (Second
Method)
Between 0 and 1
Between 0.1 and 10
Distance is fixed to 1
Parameters selected within the range [0,1] randomly

𝑿𝒋
𝜷𝟎
𝜸
𝒓𝒊𝒋
𝜶

3.2. Existing Work Algorithm-Cuckoo Search Algorithm
Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) [10] being idealized by its breeding behavior was tested on engineering
optimization and embedded design problems. The results being obtained by this algorithm for engineering optimization
problems are quite convincing in its results. Hence forth, Cuckoo Search Algorithm for FS is implemented. In this
Cuckoo Search Algorithm addition of three constraints such as Eviction, Abandon and Survival is done. This type of
method uses its historical memories for the location and status of the eggs being laid by the cuckoos.
This Algorithm Mainly Concentrates On Replacing Not Good Nests With The Potentially Good Nests. The
position of the egg replaces the position of the random new eggs in another nest in three cases. if the eggs have been
evicted, if the cuckoos abandon the nest or if the eggs have been hatched resulting to its survival.
•
•
•

Hatching of eggs – Survival of the Cuckoo
Abandoning the nest – Host bird abandons its nest and migrates to some other place to build another nest.
Evicting the eggs – The host bird throws the cuckoo bird’s eggs.

Equation has been used as the main formula for the computation of Cuckoo Search Algorithm.
𝐹𝑖𝑗 =

{(∝[𝐼𝑖 (𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)−𝐼𝑖 (𝑏𝑝)])∗ 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟}
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑜

(2)

Where,
Table 2. Parameter settings for Cuckoo Search Algorithm
𝑭𝒊𝒋
𝑰𝒊 (next)
𝑰𝒊 (𝒃𝒑)
Iter
∝
Maxcuckoo

Fitness function used to find the alpha value of the cuckoo
Accuracy of the cuckoo bird being selected
Accuracy of the host cuckoo bird
Fixed to 1
Between 0 and 4
Maximum number of cuckoos in a particular dataset

3.3. Existing Work Algorithm-Harmony Search Algorithm:
The underlying principle behind this HSA algorithm [11] is has been that this algorithm might face the search on
the grounds of Pitch, Amplitude and Timbre producing a perfect harmony. The initial random solutions that are
considered may be far away from the feasible solutions. To get closer to the feasible and promising solutions, the exact
solutions can be obtained by choosing only the amplitude of the tone.
In this method, the best accuracy of Tunes is found with the frequency value of Tunes which varies with time (t)
and computation is done for the new solution.
In HSA, Individual music player (variable which takes decision) runs a bit of music (value) which finds the best
harmony (global optimum) at the last. Based on the Lambda value two constraints will be considered. Noise (high
pitch) and Melody (low pitch).
Equation has been used as the main formula for the computation of Amplitude in Harmony Search Algorithm
𝜆=

𝐶
ℎ𝑖 [𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡]∗ ℎ𝑖 [𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑐]

(3)

Where,
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Table 3. Parameter Settings for Harmony Search Algorithm
𝝀
C
𝒉𝒊 [𝒏𝒆𝒙𝒕]
𝒉𝒊 [𝒎𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒄]

Lambda Value (Amplitude)
Velocity of Light
Accuracy of newly selected tune
Accuracy of the existing tune that needs to be compared with the new tune

4. Proposed Work Algorithm- Modified Bat Algorithm Applied in Feature Selection.
In Proposed work, Modified Bat algorithm is used to check the results compared to the existing three algorithms
namely Firefly algorithm, Cuckoo Search algorithm, and Harmony Search algorithm. The advanced features of
proposed work is that the search capacity of Modified Bat algorithm is far better than existing algorithm as it checks
both Exploration and Exploitation search and selection is based on random features with high pulse and frequency. So,
the result varies from existing to proposed work in a better way.
Objective Function: Count of Bats Xi = Xi1 to XiD to the power of T. where I belongs to the range [1,Np] [13]
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Initialize the count of Bats in the Search space Xi and Vi
Initialize the frequencies (fi), Pulses (ri) and the Loudness (Ai)
while (t <Max number of iterations)
Generate new solutions by adjusting frequency,
Update velocities and locations/solutions
if (rand > ri)
Select a solution among the best solutions
Generate a local solution around the selected best
solution
end if
Generate a new solution by flying randomly
if (rand < Ai & f(xi) < f(x∗))
Accept the new solutions
Increase ri and reduce Ai
end if
Rank the bats and find the current best x∗
end while

In this algorithm [14] a little change in the computation of emission of pulse rate and loudness of the bats is
improved which showed a superior results when evaluated with the Bat algorithm.
Following pseudo code of the Modified Bat algorithm is explained.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Firstly initialize the objective function of the algorithm and assign the best solution xbest in the count of bats.
In the second New solutions are generated according to the movement of the virtual bats in the search space.
In the third step best solution is determined by using random walks in local search.
In forth step Evaluation of the new solution is moved out.
In fifth step, bank the current best solution.
In the last step, compute the best solution and update it.

The echolocation behavior of micro bats is explained in this algorithm. The primary use of Bat Algorithm (BA) [12]
is variant behavior of the micro bats based up on the frequency tuning, velocity vti and its location xti and calculates
based on the iteration t with d-dimensional search or solution space. According to Yang, the following mathematical
equation is updated and written as
fi = fmin + (fmax − fmin) β

(4)

vit = vi t-1 + (x it − x ∗)fi

(5)

x it = xi t-1 = + v it

(6)

where β ε [0,1] which uniformly distributes the random vector.is a random vector drawn from a uniform distribution. A
direct exploitation for searching local solutions which modifies the present good results.
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(7)

From the above equation, ε refers to range of [-1, 1] which can be any number between -1 and 1. At refers to the
calculation of overall best loudness mean. During the iterations he emission of pulse from bats and its loudness is
variant which is calculated based on the following equation,
Ait+1 = α Ai t

(8)

γ i t+1 = γi0[1-exp(-γ t)]

(9)

Where 0<α<1 and γ>0 are constants.
The main modifications in this algorithm is changing the ranges of the parameters defining A0= 1 and Amin= 0,
fmin= 0 and fmax= 2, α = γ = 0.9 to 0.975

5. Experimental Setup and Result Analysis
Fourteen standard datasets drawn from the UCI collection were used in the experiments. These datasets were
chosen due to nominal class features. The number of attributes, instances and number of classes vary in the chosen
dataset to represent different combinations. All the features in 10 fold cross validation is run through Weka tool to get
classification accuracy. The classifier used for evaluating the feature subsets generated is J48, Naï
ve Bayes and Logistic.
Feature subset (FS) generation by Firefly Algorithm (FA), Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) and Harmony Search
Algorithm (HSA) is implemented using Net Beans IDE in the existing work. Feature subset generation by Natureinspired algorithms named Modified Bat algorithm (MBA) has been implemented using Net Beans IDE while the UCI
dataset of Medical field is run through WEKA tool to get the classification rate which is processed through J48
classifier in the proposed work.
Table.4 describes the different types of diseases in medical field and instances, Features and Class of each disease.
For example, in this dataset Iris disease can be diagnosed by 4 features and it falls in to 3 classes.
Table 4. Dataset Description
Datasets
Heart-c
Dermatology
Hepatitis
Lung Cancer
Pima Indian
Diabetes
Iris
Wisconsin
Lymphography
Diabetes
Sonar
Heart-Stalog
Audiology

No. of
Instances
303
366
155
32

13
34
19
56

No. of
Class
2
6
2
2

768

8

2

150
699
148
768
208
270
226

4
10
18
8
60
13
69

3
2
4
2
2
2
10

No. of Features

Table 5. Comparison of all the accuracy of Existing with Proposed Algorithms
Datasets
Heart-C
Hepatitis
Lung Cancer
Pima
Iris
Lymphography
Diabetes
Dermatology
Heart-Stalog
Audiology

FA–FS FA1 (%)
83.15
69.03
89.50
78.70
96.00
84.10
77.47
96.72
84.44
79.051

Copyright © 2021 MECS

FA–FS FA2 (%)
83.07
67.00
89.33
76.10
96.00
82.25
76.00
96.17
83.39
79.20

CSA – FS (%)
78.217
64.516
84.375
75.651
96.00
78.378
75.65
95.901
80.74
79.646

HSA – FS (%)
79.53
67.74
87.37
77.47
96.00
84.43
77.21
96.07
84.81
77.87

MBA-FS (%)
83.191
69.072
89.443
79.981
96.00
82.295
78.583
96.210
84.345
79.942
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Fig.1. Graphical Representation of Accuracy of all these algorithms

From Fig.1, we can observe that the Modified Bat algorithm which is obtained for 10 UCI datasets showed better
accuracy when compared to other algorithms.
Table 6. Comparison of all the features selected in Existing with Proposed Algorithms
Datasets
Heart-C
Hepatitis
Lung Cancer
Pima
Iris
Lymphography
Diabetes
Dermatology
Heart-Stalog
Audiology

FA–FS
6
8
14
3
2
8
4
23
7
53

CSA – FS
7
10
20
3
3
7
5
22
6
55

HSA – FS
5
9
18
4
2
10
6
25
7
49

BA-FS
6
8
16
4
2
8
5
21
8
56

MBA-FS
5
9
18
3
2
7
4
23
7
51

In this Table 6, it is clear that the number of features selected for Modified Bat algorithm is best when compared to
other existing and the proposed Bat algorithm.

6. Inference
From the table.4, We can infer that Modified Bat Algorithm applied for UCI dataset for FS with respect to
Accuracy gives better as well equal accuracies
By comparing Firefly Algorithm, Cuckoo Search Algorithm and Harmony Search Algorithm for FS with respect to
Features: we can infer that the features for Modified Algorithm gets reduced as well gets increased in some of the
datasets in other Algorithms.

7. Conclusion
With the emerging trends of Information Technology, Data Mining throws out its purpose to each individual
spotting out only the relevant features by the Feature Selection process along with Classification from eons of database
to reach the final outcome. The proposed system for FS Optimization to perform Classification is applied and the results
have been obtained using UCI datasets. The datasets are taken from UCI repository and Table 1 describes the 10
datasets that we have used. The UCI datasets are used in continuing works in literature; such has Classification, FS and
Classifier Ensemble, Stacking Ensemble, so we have adopted these datasets for our work. This paper has attempted to
give accuracy results of the several popular Meta-Heuristic algorithms. Finally analyzing the proposed algorithms
compared to existing algorithms we found that Modified Bat algorithms showed better results in some particular data in
the dataset with a minimum of 0.3% ahead compared to the Existing algorithm and for few diseases in the Dataset there
is little more difference of about 1% ahead to the existing algorithm. This work can be extended with some other Nature
inspired algorithms like Lion, Squirrel etc to check whether these algorithms shows better results compared to present
used algorithms and the search space can also be increased with change in the range of the exploration phase. There is a
possibility of using different feature selection technique to compare with presently used Wrapper based Technique.
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